Affordable
Teleprompting
Solutions

Universal 15/17
Key Features
- Includes FREE Dual Screen PC or Mac* teleprompter software
- Bright 15" or 17"color LCD VGA display
- Includes Stand
- Can control scrolling speed wirelessly
- Use with virtually any size camera
- Use LCD as extra monitor with the included stand
- High quality machined aluminum components
- Patent pending optic system
- 60/40 Glass beamsplitter or optional acrylic beamsplitter

Works With Any Camera or Tripod
The Universal 15 works with any camera and tripod combination! It utilizes a high quality
15" color VGA LCD display. The Universal 17 utilizes a larger 17" display for viewing at longer
distances from the camera. Both models include the integrated stand that can be adjusted
from a seating position to over 6'6" high. The included stand holds the teleprompter so that
no expensive heavy duty tripods are needed. The camera simply slides behind the unit and
the lens shade is placed around the camera. The camera can be panned 10-15 degrees in
any direction and allows the talent to move a reasonable amount in front of the prompter.
Free Teleprompter Software
The unit comes with FREE Flip-Q Lite dual screeen PC teleprompter software. The dual
screen scrolling engine scrolls the text non-reversed on the operators laptop display and
reverses the text for the VGA output to the teleprompter. The dual scrolling engine software
eliminates external reversing boxes or overpriced proprietary reversing displays. You can
upgrade to the Pro version for just $100 which offers: direct Word import, full RTF text
editor, adjustable cue points, variable cue marker, editable margins and much more.
Scrolling
Choose either optional wireless scrolling for control up to 50 feet or wired "volume control"
style for superb tactile feel and control.

Multiple Teleprompter Setups
The Broadcast 15/17 can be ganged with other teleprompters with our optional
distribution amplifier. This allows up to four separate units to be operated in tandem
with one computer for multiple camera studio setups. The distribution amplifier also
boosts the VGA signal so that the displays can be used up to 250 feet from the
computer.
High Quality Construction
Prompter People is your affordable source for high quality teleprompters.
All of our products are made with precision aluminum components and high quality
optics. The cost of LCD displays has plummeted in the past few years so we can now
offer teleprompters at a price that people can afford without sacrificing quality.
Clients
Purchase with confidence, our teleprompter customers include:
NBC, ABC, CBS, Fox, PBS, GE, Intel, Nintendo, Exxon, Harley-Davidson, Walmart, local
TV stations, churches, schools, advertising agencies and video production companies
plus thousands more!
* for Intel-based Macs
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Included Items
15" or 17" LCD Display
Mounting hardware and two stands
Mirror frame
LCD Desktop Stand

FREE PC Software
6 foot VGA cable
6 foot AC cord
Setup instructions

60/40 Glass beamsplitter
Cloth lens hood
Mirofiber cleaning cloth
Mounting bolts

Options
Wireless remote Control -

25/50 Foot VGA Extension Cable Extends VGA cable on teleprompter. Can be daisy chained for longer runs.

Wired Remote Control VGA Distribution Amplifier Allows up to four VGA monitors to be run from one VGA output. Amplifies signal for
runs up to 200 feet.

Beamsplitter Glass In Additional to Acrylic ReflectorAcrylic Beamsplitter Option Replacement glass beamsplitter , Replacement acrylic beamsplitter
15”, 17”

Reversing 15" Composite Monitor Electronically flips the image at the monitor. (The standard VGA monitor uses an
operator mirror to view text). Accepts composite or svideo inputs.

VGA Reverser Box Electronically flips the image for correct viewing eliminating the need for the
operator's mirror to view text.
Broadcast Kit Convert your Universal 15/17 to the camera-mount Broadcast 15/17 model.
Includes all mounting hardware.

Side Curtains Velcro on the sides of the teleprompter display to reduce stray ight from reflector and
LCD panel. Very helpful for outdoor use.
Soft Sided Carry Case Soft-sided case for prompter and carry bag for stand.

Specifications
Universal 15
LCD Specifications - 15" SVGA color LCD, 1024x768 resolution
Teleprompter goes from 42"-78" in height
Input - Standard 15 pin analog VGA connector
Power - 120/240 volt, 60/50hz

Universal 17
LCD Specifications - 17 SVGA color LCD, 1280x1024 resolution
Teleprompter goes from 42"-78" in height
Input - Standard 15 pin analog VGA connector
Power - 120/240 volt, 60/50hz

Required for Use
PC : (laptop recommended) Pentium 3 of higher processor, 128MB ram, 15 pin analog VGA output
Mac: (laptop reommended) G3 or higher processor, 128M ram, 15 pin analog VGA output
Note: If a laptop computer is not used a VGA distribution amp will be required to run the teleprompter display and operator display

Software
PC Compatible Software
• Flip-Q Lite: Free with Purchase
• Flip-Q Pro Upgrade:
• Flip USB Drive Option:

Mac Compatible Software
• Flip-Q for Intel-Based Macs is available as a free alternative to Flip-Q for PCs.
• We recommend Presentation Prompter From Next Force Software
for non-Intel-Based Macs

